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Abstract

With additional data and improved algorithms, we have enhanced the sensitivity of our appearance search for n ™nm t

oscillations in the NOMAD detector in the CERN-SPS wide-band neutrino beam. The search uses kinematic criteria to
identify n charged current interactions followed by decay of the ty to one of several decay modes. Our ‘‘blind’’ analysest

of deep-inelastic scattering data taken in 1996 and 1997, combined with consistent reanalyses of previously reported 1995
data, yield no oscillation signal. For the two-family oscillation scenario, we present the contour outlining a 90% C.L.

2 2 2 2 y3 Žconfidence region in the sin 2u –Dm plane. At large Dm , the confidence region includes sin 2u -1.2=10 a limitmt mt

. 2 23.5 times more stringent than in our previous publication , while at sin 2u s1, the confidence region includes Dm -1.2mt

eV 2rc4. q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Neutrino oscillations

1. Introduction

w xIn a recent article 1 , we have reported the first
results from a search for n ™n oscillations usingm t

the NOMAD detector to look for n appearance int

the CERN wide-band neutrino beam from the 450
Ž .GeV proton synchrotron SPS . The detection of an

oscillation signal relies on the identification of nt

Ž .charged-current CC interactions using kinematic
w xcriteria. The analysis described in Ref. 1 was based
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on data collected in 1995, corresponding to approxi-
mately 162 000 n CC events in the detector fiducialm

volume. No oscillation signal was observed.
In this letter we report a new search for n ™nm t

oscillations with increased sensitivity from the analy-
sis of a much larger data sample which includes data

Žcollected during the 1995, 1996, and 1997 runs with
.a small fraction of 1997 data not yet analyzed and

corresponds to ;950 000 n CC events for the fullm

w xsample 2 . This analysis is based on deep inelastic
interactions and its results are combined with the
published results from the analysis of low-multiplic-

w xity events in the 1995 data 1 . The algorithms for
Žmany phases of the analysis including drift chamber

alignment, track and vertex reconstruction, photon
reconstruction in the presence of hadronic deposition

w xin the electromagnetic calorimeter 3 , and subdetec-
.tor matching have been improved, complementing

Ž .improvements in the Monte Carlo MC event gener-
ation and simulation.

2. NOMAD detector and neutrino beam

w xThe NOMAD detector is described in Refs. 1,4 .
Inside a 0.4 T magnetic field, it consists of an active

Ž . Ž .target 2.7 tons of drift chambers DC followed by
Ž . w xa transition radiation detector TRD 5 , a preshower

Ž .detector PS , and an electromagnetic calorimeter
Ž . w x Ž .ECAL 6 . A hadron calorimeter HCAL and two
muon stations are located just after the magnet coil.

w xThe neutrino interaction trigger 7 consists of a
coincidence between two planes of counters located
after the active target, in the absence of a signal from
a large area system of veto counters in front of the
NOMAD detector.

In the absence of oscillations, the relative beam
composition is predicted to be n : n : n : n sm m e e

1.00 : 0.061 : 0.0094 : 0.0024, with average energies
w xof 23.5, 19.2, 37.1, and 31.3 GeV, respectively 8 .

Neutrinos are mostly produced in a 290 m long
decay tunnel at an average distance of 625 m from
the detector.

3. Event samples

For the data sample corresponding to 950 000 nm

CC interactions, we expect 24 000 n CC, 14 000 nm e

CC, and 1500 n CC interactions, and approximatelye
Ž .310 000 neutral current NC interactions. In order to

estimate the background from these ordinary neu-
trino interactions, we have generated large MC sam-
ples, exceeding the size of the data samples by a

Ž .factor varying between 2 for n CC events and 10m

Ž .for n CC, n CC, and n CC events . In addition,m e e

we have generated ;105 n CC interactions fort

each ty decay channel. Our simulation program is
w xbased on modified versions of LEPTO 6.1 9 and

w x 2 2JETSET 7.4 10 with Q and W cutoff parameters
removed, and with t mass and polarization effects
included. We use the nucleon Fermi motion distribu-

w xtion of Ref. 11 , truncated at 1 GeVrc. A full
w xdetector simulation based on GEANT 12 is per-

formed.

4. Analysis principles

We search for n CC interactions by identifyingt
y yt decays to e n n , inclusive decays to one ore t

Ž .three charged hadron s q n , and exclusive decayst

to ryn , for a total branching fraction of ;82%.t

Neutrino interactions in the active target are first
selected by requiring the presence of at least two
tracks consistent with having a common vertex in the

w xdetector fiducial volume 1 . We then apply quality
cuts to ensure that events are not seriously affected
by reconstruction inefficiencies, and that charged
particle momenta and photon energies are precisely
measured. These cuts, based on approximate charge
balance at the primary vertex and on the estimated
momentum and energy errors, typically remove 15%
of the events.

The next analysis steps are:
Ž .1. Identification of the particle or particles consis-

tent with being produced in t decay. We denote
Žthis visible particle or system of particles from

.the candidate t by t and its momentum byV

pt V.
2. Reconstruction of the associated hadronic system

Ž . w xcalled H , as outlined in Ref. 1 . Improvements
Žin the details of the algorithm along with MC

.improvements have reduced the datarMC dis-
crepancy in the missing transverse momentum,

Žbut we still rely on the Data Simulator Section
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.4.1 to correct for remaining differences. We
denote the total momentum of H by p H.

3. Use of kinematic variables to separate the signal
from backgrounds.

We search for n CC interactions with deep-inelastict

Ž . Hscattering DIS configurations by requiring that p
be larger than 1.5 GeVrc.

4.1. The data simulator

In order to compute reliably background rejec-
tions as large as 105, the MC results are corrected
using a Data Simulator based on the data themselves
w x1 . We perform this correction by using a sample of
measured n CC events in the real data, removingm

the identified muon, and replacing it with a MC-gen-
erated lepton ll . If ll'n one obtains fake neutral
current events. If ll'ey, a large statistics sample of
fake n CC events is obtained after correcting for thee

relative n rn flux and erm identification effi-e m

ciency. Finally, if ll is a ty followed by a simula-
tion of its decay into the channel under study, a large
sample of fake t signal events is generated. For all
these samples, collectively referred to as the Data

Ž .Simulator DS , the hadronic system is taken from
the data themselves by construction.

The same procedure can be applied to recon-
Žstructed n CC MC events Monte Carlo Simulator,m

.MCS . A comparison of the result of the MCS to the
standard MC yields a powerful check of the validity
of the muon replacement procedure and the correc-
tion applied. On the other hand, a comparison of the
DS to the MCS gives a direct measure of the effect
of the difference between the data and the MC,
mainly due to the hadronic system. All signal and
background efficiencies e are then obtained from the

Ž w x.relation ese =e re see Ref. 1 . ForMC DS MCS

events passing all cuts, the factor e re is withinDS MCS

18% of unity for t decay events, but can be as large
as 1.8 for background events. 1 All ‘‘MC’’ numbers
and plots in this paper are already corrected by the
Data Simulator, if relevant. The quoted errors reflect

1 The net correction factors for total background in each DIS
y y y y 0Ž .analysis are 1.8 for t ™ e n n , 1.2 for t ™ h np n , 1.8e t t

y y y y q y Ž 0 .for t ™ r n , and 1.1 for t ™p p p np n .t t

the statistical uncertainties from both MC and DS
samples.

4.2. Blind analysis

The study of events from real data in the region of
kinematic variables where a signal is expected may
introduce biases in the event selection resulting in
incorrect background estimates. In order to avoid this
problem we used for each ty decay channel a
procedure referred to as ‘‘blind analysis’’, which
includes the following:
1. All backgrounds and the signal efficiency, cor-

rected using the Data Simulator, are estimated as
a function of the cuts applied to the relevant
variables before looking at the data.

2. Cuts are defined for ty candidate event selection
using the information from the previous step in
order to optimize the sensitivity to oscillations.
Here the sensitivity is defined as the average
upper limit that would be obtained by an ensem-
ble of experiments with the same expected mean
background, in the absence of true signal events
w x13 . These cuts define the signal region in the
space of relevant variables hereafter named the
‘‘box’’.

3. The analysis is not allowed to look at data events
in the box. It must first be demonstrated that the
predicted background agrees with the numbers of
data events seen outside the box and that these
predictions are robust. The analysis was not blind

w xto data from 1995 1 , which constitutes only 20%
of the total sample.

4. A check is made by performing an identical
qsearch for n ™n oscillations, where no t sig-m t

nal is expected because of the small n contentm

Ž .see Section 2 in the beam. In this analysis there
is no blind box and data can be studied over the
entire space of relevant variables. Agreement be-
tween data and background predictions must be
demonstrated, except possibly in cases where
backgrounds such as charm production are known
to affect only the tq search.

5. When more than one independent analysis of the
same channel is performed, we select the analysis
with the best sensitivity before opening its box.
Only when these steps have been fulfilled is the

analysis allowed to look for a possible ty signal
inside the box.
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4.3. Definition of Õariables

To separate signal from background, the analysis
of each t decay mode makes use of kinematic
variables selected from the following list:
Ø E , the total visible energy of the event.vis

Ø pt V and p H, the transverse momenta of the Õisi-T T
Ž .ble tau decay product s and of the associated

hadronic system, respectively.
m Ž t V H .Ø p , defined as y p qp and interpreted as aT T T

measurement of the ‘‘missing’’ transverse mo-
Ž .mentum due to the neutrino s from t decay.

ŽØ M , the transverse mass assuming massless de-T
. 2 t V m 2cay products given by M s 4 p p sin -T T T

Ž . t Vf r2 , where f is the angle between pt m t m TV V

and pm. For true t events, M Fm , up toT T t

detector resolution and Fermi motion effects.
Ø Q , the component of pt V perpendicular to theT

Ž .total visible momentum vector including t .V

Large Q implies that t is well isolated fromT V

the remaining hadronic jet.
Ø Q , the component of pt V perpendicular to p H.Lep

Its function is very similar to Q , but it is moreT

useful when p H is small.
Ø f , f , the angles in the transverse planet H m HV

between p H and the visible and invisible decayT
w xproducts, respectively 14 .

Ø Ratios of linear combinations of pm, pt V, andT T

p H, equivalent to functions of f and f .T t H m HV

Ø u , the angle between the neutrino beam direc-n p

tion and the total visible momentum vector of the
event.

Ø u , the angle between the neutrino beam direc-n H

tion and the hadronic jet.
Ø u , the isolation angle, defined as the minimumiso

angle between a t decay product and any other
track in the event.
For most channels, combinations of these and

other variables are used to build a likelihood ratio
Ž . Ždenoted by l . The likelihood functions denoted by

.LL entering this ratio are approximated by the prod-
Ž .uct of one, two, or three dimensional 1D, 2D, 3D

probability density functions of these variables. As is
common practice, we use the logarithm of this ratio,
lnl.

The subset of variables used for each decay chan-
nel is given in the following sections, which describe

the analyses performed for the four ty decay chan-
nels mentioned in Section 4.

I I5. t ™e n n decayse t

Following the general principles of Section 4, the
y ysearch for t ™e n n proceeds by: identifying ae t

prompt electron in an event with no other prompt
leptons; reconstructing the hadronic system; and sep-

y yarating t ™e n n from backgrounds using likeli-e t

hood ratios based on kinematic variables. The effect
of the cuts is shown in Table 1, which also gives the
results when a positron is chosen. The positron data
also contains a significant component from charm
production and decay in n CC interactions.m

5.1. Prompt electron identification

In the electron identification step, we consider DC
tracks with p)1.5 GeVrc which are associated to
the primary vertex, and we apply requirements to
reject hadrons based on: TRD identification algo-

w x w xrithms 5 ; the PS pulse height 6 ; the ECAL cluster
w xshape 3 ; and consistency of the associated electro-

Ž .magnetic EM energy and DC momentum of the
candidate. The magnitude of the electron momentum
vector is given by our best estimate of the electron
initial energy obtained by adding up all the EM
energy clusters in a ‘‘bremsstrahlung strip’’ in the
bending plane, also adding in positron or electron
tracks from bremsstrahlung photons which convert in
the DC. We require that this energy, E tot, be consis-e

tent with the fitted momentum at the first hit of the
track. The direction of the electron momentum is the
initial direction of its DC track.

Overall, these requirements achieve a charged
pion rejection factor of 104. Secondary electrons
from Dalitz decays and from photons converting
close to the primary vertex are suppressed by requir-
ing that the candidate electron does not form an
invariant mass of less than 50 MeVrc2 with any
particle of opposite charge. After these cuts only one
out of 1500 p 0’s yields an electron which is
misidentified as being of primary origin.

These requirements yield an efficiency of 18.6%
y yfor prompt electrons from t ™e n n , while ac-e t
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Table 1
y y y yThe effect of t ™ e n n selection cuts on simulated signal events, on background n CC, n CC and NC events, and on the data. The n CC column shows the t ™ e n ne t e m t e t

efficiency. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n are included. The backgrounds are normalized to the data sample sizes of Section 3. The sum of all 3m

backgrounds is also shown, as is the effect of the cuts on the positron control sample

Sample charge n CC n CC n CC n CC NC Bkgnd sum Datat e e m

y y q y q y q y q y q
"e ID 0.186 1139 155 43 140 118 118 1300 413 1232 442
t Vp ) 0.1 GeVrc 0.150 981 113 27 105 68 72 1076 290 957 299T

lnl )2.5 0.093 477.3 57.5 9.9 27.0 4.0 6.4 491.2 90.9 456 82e1
q0.9 q0.8 q1.6lnl )4.5 0.035 6.3"1.0 1.0"0.4 0.0 4.0"1.5 0.0 2.4"1.4 6.3 7.4"3.1 5 7e2 y0.0 y0.0 y1.0
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cepting only 4.7=10y5 of n CC and 3.9=10y4
m

Ž .of neutral currents line 1 of Table 1 .

y y5.2. Kinematic selection of t ™e n ne t

The selected events are mostly n CC interac-e

tions, with a genuine primary electron, and n NCm

events, with an electron from photon conversion or
p 0 Dalitz decay. In n CC events, the electron ise

typically well-isolated and balances the transverse
momentum of the hadron jet. In n NC events, them

electron is typically embedded in the hadron jet, with
transverse momentum somewhat aligned with it. Sig-

ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ .Fig. 1. Scatter plots for some pairs of variables used to construct LL and LL , for MC events of type n NC a and c , n CC e ande1 e2 m e
y yŽ .. Ž .g , and t ™e n n four plots on the right .e t
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y ynal t ™e n n events tend to lie between these twoe t

extremes: the neutrinos carry away transverse mo-
mentum so that the electron transverse momentum is
somewhat less than, and not exactly opposite to, that

y yof the hadron jet. Furthermore, t ™e n n eventse t

would typically be less energetic than n CC events,e

not only because of the unobserved neutrinos, but
also because the n ’s in the beam are on average lessm

Ž .energetic than the n ’s see Section 2 . Finally, ase

noted above, the transverse mass M of signal eventsT

is typically at or below the t mass.
To classify events using these kinematic differ-

ences, we construct two approximate likelihood func-
tions. The first, LL , is designed to distinguish ty™e1

ye n n signal events from n NC background. It ise t m

Žformed from 2D and 3D distributions thereby in-
.cluding correlations of combinations of u , u ,n p n H

u , Q , E tot, and M . For each event, we theniso T e T

define the likelihood ratio lnl to be the ratio of thee1

likelihood LL constructed from signal events ande1

the likelihood LL constructed from n NC events.e1 m

High values of this ratio effectively select electrons
isolated from the hadronic jets.

The second function, LL , is designed to distin-e2
y yguish t ™e n n signal events from n CC back-e t e

ground. It is formed from the product of two 3D
Ž t V H . Ž .distributions: p , p , f and E , u , Q .T T t H vis n p LepV

This factorization approximates the true likelihood
function and includes many of the important correla-
tions among the variables. For each event, we then
define the likelihood ratio lnl to be the ratio of thee2

likelihood LL constructed from signal events ande2

the likelihood LL constructed from n CC events.e2 e

Before constructing these likelihood functions, we
require that f qf -1.96p and that pt V )0.1t H m H TV

GeVrc. These cuts ensure that the transverse angles
Ž .are well defined line 2 of Table 1 .

Fig. 1 contains scatter plots among variables used
to construct LL and LL , illustrating differencese1 e2

between signal and backgrounds. The combined re-

y yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Scatter plot of lnl vs. lnl for a MC n NC and the few surviving n CC , b MC n CC, c MC t ™e n n , and d datae2 e1 m m e e t

Ž .the large full circles represent the five surviving events in the box . The large box at the upper right corner indicates the signal region and is
divided into sub-boxes.
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Table 2
Ž .Number of events total background and data in each of the

y y maxŽ .sub-boxes of the t ™ e n n signal region see Fig. 2 . N ise t t
y ydescribed in Section 9; it is the number of t ™ e n n eventse t

expected in that sub-box if the n ™n oscillation probabilitym t

were unity
maxSub-box a Total background Data Nt

I 1.19"0.39 0 212
II 0.42"0.27 1 258
III 3.01"0.67 4 620
IV 1.45"0.50 0 535
V 0.28"0.24 0 1193

jection power of the two likelihood ratios can be
seen in Fig. 2, which is a scatter plot of lnl vs.e2

lnl , for MC simulations of signal and back-e1
Ž .grounds. The large boxed region the blind box at

large values of both ratios contains little background
but is populated by signal events. It is subdivided
into five ‘‘sub-boxes’’ which have varying signal-
to-background ratios. After we chose these subdivi-

sions and subsequently opened the box, we found
Ž Ž ..that the data Fig. 2 d populated it in a manner

consistent with background expectations, for both the
Ž .total number of events 5 seen vs. 6.3 expected and

Žthe distribution within the sub-boxes see Tables 1
.and 2 . Fig. 3 shows the distribution of lnl , fore2

events passing all cuts except the one on lnl , fore2
Žthe sum of simulated backgrounds normalized to the

y y.data sample sizes of Section 3 , the t ™e n ne t

Ž .simulation arbitrarily normalized , and the data, in
good agreement with background expectations.

6. Inclusive one-prong hadronic decays

y yŽ 0.The search for t ™h np n decays, wheret

hy is a hadron and nG0, proceeds in three steps:
the selection of the hy candidate; the rejection of n ,m

n , n , and n CC interactions; and the final separa-m e e

tion of the signal from the background by means of
kinematic criteria.

y yŽ .Fig. 3. Histogram of lnl for events passing all cuts except the one on lnl , for sum of simulated backgrounds shaded , t ™e n ne2 e2 e t

Ž . Ž .simulation unshaded , and data points with statistical error bars . The inset gives, for each value of lnl , the total number of eventse2
Ž . Ž .beyond that value, for data dots and expected background squares ; the encircled points are at the boundary of the signal region.
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6.1. Selection of the hy candidate

In this step we take the highest-p negatively-T

charged primary track to be the hy candidate. We
then require that it be one of the two highest-pT

Ž .tracks of either charge in the event, that its momen-
tum pt V be between 3 and 150 GeVrc, that it be
associated with an energy deposition in ECAL, and
that it not be identified as a muon or an electron.

In the control search for n ™n oscillations wem t

apply the same criteria to the highest-p positively-T

charged primary track.

6.2. Rejection of background from CC interactions

In order to remove backgrounds from CC n , n ,m m

n or n interactions, we first apply the followinge e

requirements to the h" candidate track:
Ø no associated muon chamber hits;
Ø energy deposition in the ECAL or HCAL incon-

sistent with that of a minimum ionizing particle;
Ø energy deposition in the TRD, PS or ECAL in-

consistent with that of an electron.
These requirements remove background events in

which the h" candidate is a misidentified lepton. In

y yŽ 0 . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Distributions from the search for t ™h np n : a lnl for n CC background and for signal; b lnl ; c Q , aftert hm m hkin T
Ž .transformation to the metric in which the signal density is uniform from 0 to 1; d r , after transformation to the metric in which the signalm

Ž . ydensity is uniform from 0 to 1; e the integrated number of h events above a given lnl value for the predicted background and for thehkin
Ž . q Ž . Ž .data; and f the corresponding plot for the t control search. The uncertainty on the background predictions in e and f is similar to that

of the data points.
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addition, we apply a general lepton veto by rejecting
events with the following properties:
Ø presence of a reconstructed track segment in the

muon detectors;
Ø presence of a high p track that could haveT

escaped muon or electron identification;
Ø presence of a primary, high p electron candi-T

date, as identified by much looser criteria than
those used in Section 5.
At this stage of the analysis we apply a kinematic

preselection by requiring M -4 GeVrc2 and p H
T T

)1.3 GeVrc. After these requirements there is still
residual background from n CC interactions inm

which the outgoing my is selected as the hy be-
cause it either decayed in flight or suffered a highly
inelastic interaction in the calorimeters and failed to
reach the muon detectors. This irreducible muon veto
inefficiency was measured by studying a large sam-
ple of muons originating from a near-by test beam
and crossing the NOMAD detector outside the neu-

Ž . y4trino spills. It varied between 4.0"0.3 =10 at
Ž .muon momenta below 10 GeVrc and 0.3"0.1 =

10y4 above 20 GeVrc. This background is reduced
by exploiting the different momentum distributions
and kinematic configurations of n CC events andm

signal. We build a likelihood based on 3D distribu-
H Ž m H t V .tions of the variables Q , r sp r p qp qpT H T T T T

t V Ž m H t V .and r sp r p qp qp using samples oft T T T TV
y yŽ 0.simulated t ™h np n events and n CC eventst m

from real data. The logarithm of the ratio between
signal and background likelihoods, lnl , is shownhm

Ž .in Fig. 4 a . The requirement lnl )y4 rejectshm

50% of the n CC background while keeping 80% ofm

the signal.
The signal, background, and data reduction from

all selection criteria described so far is given in
Table 3 for both hy and hq candidates.

6.3. Final background rejection and signal selection

In the third step we use kinematic criteria to reject
Ž .residual backgrounds mainly from NC interactions .

H m Ž m t VFive variables, Q , M , p , r sp r p qp qT T T m T T T
H . H Ž t V H .p , and y sp r p qp enter into the con-T Bj

struction of approximate multidimensional likelihood
functions for signal and backgrounds. Each likeli-
hood function is itself the product of a 3D likelihood
depending on Q , M and r with two likelihoodsT T m

which depend on p H and y , respectively. TheT Bj

distribution of the logarithm of the ratio between
signal and background likelihoods, lnl , is shownhkin

Ž .in Fig. 4 b for backgrounds and signal separately.
Ž .Distributions of Q and r are shown in Figs. 4 cT m

Ž . Žand 4 d , respectively these two variables provide
.the highest rejection power against NC background .

Ž . yFig. 4 e shows the number of h events above a
given lnl value for the predicted backgroundhkin

normalized to the total number of n CC interactionsm

in the data, and the number of events in the data. The
signal box is defined as lnl )7.hkin

The corresponding distributions for hq events are
Ž . Ž .shown in Fig. 4 f . It can be seen from Figs. 4 e and

Ž .4 f that the data agree with the predicted back-
ground outside the signal box for hy, and every-
where for hq. The number of h" events found in the
box is shown in Table 4, together with the back-
ground contributions and with the signal efficiency.
The latter has been increased by 8% to take into
account the efficiency of this analysis to the ty™

pypqpyn decay channel. The overlap betweent

these events and those selected by the analysis de-
scribed in Section 8 is negligible.

As done in Section 5 for the ty™ey channel,
before opening the signal box we divided it into
sub-boxes, so that a more powerful statistical analy-

Table 3
y yŽ 0 .The effect of t ™h np n selection cuts on simulated signal events, on various background samples, and on the data. The n CCt t

y yŽ 0 .column shows the t ™h np n efficiency. The effect of the cuts on the positive control sample is also shownt

Sample charge n CC n CC n CC n NC n CC n CC Datat m m m e e

y y q y q y q y q y q y q
"h candidate 0.40 13626 20579 206 92 43076 33912 3052 1488 163 337 64486 55129

Lepton veto 0.14 2649 5648 71 26 22959 19411 59 110 14 5 19616 18136
Presel., lnl )y4 0.045 111 176 4.0 2.1 3994 2953 8.8 16 3 1.0 4185 3227hm
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Table 4
Signal selection efficiency, background prediction, and numbers of observed events, for h" events in the signal box. The n CC columnt

shows the efficiency for the inclusive one-prong hadronic decay of the ty which has a total branching ratio of 49.8%. In the n CCm

column, a small contribution from n is included. The backgrounds are normalized to the sample sizes of Section 3m

lnl n CC n CC n NC n CC n CC Bkgnd sum Datahkin t m m e e

charge y y q y q y q y q y q y q

) 7 0.0078 2.4 4.9 1.6 2.2 0.7 2.7 0.3 0.1 5.0"1.2 9.9"2.3 5 14
) 8 0.0064 1.4 3.4 1.4 0 0.6 2.2 0.3 0.1 3.7"1.2 5.8"1.4 4 8
) 9 0.0052 1.4 3.0 0.3 0 0.4 2.0 0.2 0.1 2.3"0.8 5.1"1.3 2 6
) 10 0.0048 1.3 3.0 0 0 0.4 1.9 0.2 0.1 1.8"0.7 4.9"1.3 0 6
) 11 0.0044 1.3 2.0 0 0 0.4 1.9 0.2 0.1 1.8"0.7 3.9"1.0 0 5

sis could be performed. We choose the lnl inter-hkin

vals 7–9, 9–11 and )11. The numbers of expected
background and observed events in these intervals
Ž .which we denote as sub-boxes I, II, and III are
listed in Table 7.

7. Exclusive t I™r In decayst

The search for the exclusive decay ty™rynt

proceeds through the same three steps: the selection
of the ry candidate by reconstructing its decay into
pyp 0; rejection of the background from CC interac-
tions; final background rejection and signal selection
by kinematic criteria.

As usual, we also perform a search for n ™nm t

oscillations by applying the same procedure to events
with a selected rq candidate.

7.1. Selection of the r " candidate

We search for the p " candidate from the decay
chain t "™r "n ™p "p 0n among all primaryt t

charged particles with a momentum p )2.5 GeVrcp

and inconsistent with being an electron or a muon.
We look for photons with energy greater than 0.2
GeV among all photon-like neutral energy clusters in
the ECAL or reconstructed photon conversions in the
DC. The mass of the pion-photon pair, M , ispg

required to be less than 1 GeVrc2. If more than one
p "g pair is found, we select the most isolated one,
defined to be the one which minimizes the average
p2 of the remaining hadronic system with respect toT

its own axis.

If a p "g pair is found, we search for additional
photons such that the two-photon invariant mass,

0 ŽM , is consistent with the p mass 80 -M -gg gg
2 .170 MeVrc . If more than one additional photon is

found, we choose the one giving the three-body
mass, M , closest to the nominal r mass. If nopgg

second photon is found and the first photon candi-
date is consistent with two unresolved photons from
p 0 decay, we redefine the first photon candidate to
be a p 0. The algorithm selects the correct r in 66%
of the selected t™r events.

7.2. Rejection of background from CC interactions

The criteria used in this step are similar to those
used to reject the background from n , n , n , and nm m e e

CC interactions when searching for n ™n oscilla-m t

tions in the inclusive one-prong hadronic decay
Ž .channel of the t see Section 6.2 . The contribution

from n CC interactions is found to be negligiblee

and is ignored in the next step of the analysis.

7.3. Final background rejection and signal selection

To define the signal region, we optimized a set of
Ž .‘‘signal box cuts’’ SBC on kinematic variables

Ž H t V .E , p , p , M , Q , Q , f , f as wellvis T T T Lep m H t HV

as on the p " momentum p ", the p 0 momentump

p 0 , and M 0 . An automated cut-tuning procedurep pp

was applied to independent MC samples in order to
define the cut values which give optimal sensitivity.
Using the same variables, we define six sets of
looser cuts, LC through LC , such that LC is1 6 i
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Table 5
y yThe effect of t ™r n selection cuts on simulated signal events, on background n CC, n CC, n NC and n CC events, and on thet m m m e

data. The n CC column shows the ty™ryn efficiency. The backgrounds are normalized to the data sample sizes of Section 3. The sumt t

of all 4 backgrounds is also shown, as is the effect of the cuts on the positive control sample

Sample n CC n CC n CC n NC n CC Bkgnd sum Datat m m m e

charge y y q y q y q y q y q y q

LC 0.057 90.7 31.4 11.6 1.7 195.2 295.5 11.4 19.8 308.9"20.5 348.4"26.8 309 3766

LC 0.043 51.3 20.2 7.5 1.5 75.5 114.2 9.7 16.4 144.0"10.2 152.3"11.3 144 1805

LC 0.036 16.6 16.8 2.7 0.7 39.6 60.0 8.3 15.2 67.2"5.7 92.7"6.7 65 1114

LC 0.020 2.4 6.2 0.7 0.2 7.6 11.5 2.5 7.6 13.2"2.0 25.5"2.2 12 353
q2.1LC 0.017 1.6 4.4 0.5 0.2 5.2 7.9 2.0 5.6 9.3 18.1"1.7 7 232 y1.5
q1.6LC 0.015 0.8 2.5 0.5 0.2 3.2 4.9 1.0 4.1 5.5 11.7"1.3 6 141 y1.0
q1.7 q1.4SBC 0.014 0.8 2.2 0.5 0 2.8 4.3 0.9 3.7 5.0 10.2 5 13y0 .9 y1.1

tighter than LC . We checked the effect of theseiq1

cuts on ry events outside the blind box.
Table 5 gives the estimated numbers of back-

ground events for ry and rq. Also shown are the
numbers of events found in the data. These numbers
agree with the total predicted backgrounds for both
ry and rq. In accordance with the blind analysis
procedure the signal box for ry events in the data
was opened as the very last step of the analysis. No
sub-boxes are used in this case since there is no
significant variation of the signal-to-background ra-

Ž .tio within the box see Table 7 .
The ty™ryn efficiency is 1.4%. The efficiencyt

of this analysis to other one-prong hadronic decays
of the ty is 0.4%. Among the decays satisfying all
the SBC, 8.4% are also selected by the analysis
described in Section 6. These events are counted
only once when combining the various ty decay

Ž .channels Section 9 . All these effects are combined
into an effective efficiency of 1.6%, as listed in
Table 8.

8. Inclusive three-prong decays of the t I

The search for inclusive three-prong decays of the
ty is optimized for the decay ty™pypqpyn , butt

we obtain an appreciable efficiency for other three-
prong decays. Hence, all efficiencies for this mode
are given with respect to the sum of the relevant
modes, which have a total branching ratio of 15.2%.

The ty™pypqpyn decay is dominated by thet
y yŽ . 0Ž . ydecay chain t ™ a 1260 n ™ r 770 p n ™1 t t

pypqpyn . Therefore, while the search proceedst
y yŽ 0.similarly to the search for t ™h np n , theret

.are important differences: 1 the internal structure of
the 3p system provides additional discriminating

.power; 2 the three pions have on average lower
momentum than the single pion in ty™pyn , so itt

is less likely that there is muon-chamber evidence
.that the ‘‘pions’’ are not muons; and 3 due to the

high a mass, the n is on average much less ener-1 t

getic, so missing transverse momentum is less of a
signature.

After quality cuts, we reject events with muons
identified by the muon stations, or with fewer than
four tracks associated with the primary vertex. Thus
the hadronic jet contains at least one track, after
attribution of three hadrons to the t decay.

We first choose all three-hadron combinations to
Žbe considered as the t secondaries t , with mo-V

t V . 2mentum p by requiring that M -1.6 GeVrc ,3p

where M is the invariant mass of the 3p system.3p

We then choose the combination with the highest
value of a likelihood ratio constructed to select the
decay chain mentioned above. This likelihood is

Žconstructed from M which should be near the3p

.mass of the a , the invariant masses of the two1
q y Žp p combinations one of which should be near

.the r mass , and the fraction of the event energy
which is carried by the 3p system. The algorithm
selects the correct three pions in 50% of all simu-
lated t™3p events.

We then construct a kinematic likelihood ratio,
l , to suppress the dominant backgrounds: NC3p

events, and CC events in which the lepton escapes
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Žparticle identification typically by not reaching the
.relevant detectors . The ratio l contains the vari-3p

ables used to select the 3p system, as well as:
functions of the transverse angles f and f ;t H m HV

the largest angle between one track in the 3p system
and pt V ; and the angle between pt V and p H.

In order to reject CC interactions, one of the
tracks must be selected as the most likely one to be
the lepton. This selection is made using an auxiliary
likelihood function constructed from the momentum
components of the trial lepton and its isolation from
the rest of the event; it has an efficiency of 89%. The
isolation is quantified using a variable, R , which isT

computed by first defining the ‘‘transverse size’’ of
a group of tracks as their average transverse-
momentum-squared with respect to their total mo-
mentum. For every track i in the event, we calculate
RŽ i., the ratio of the transverse size of all tracksT

except i to the transverse size of all tracks. For both
CC and NC events, RŽ i. is typically of order of unityT

except when i is the CC lepton, in which case RŽ i. isT

smaller.
The ratio l provides reduction in CC back-3p

ground, by biasing against events with the following
CC characteristics: large p ll for the lepton, smallT

missing transverse momentum pm, and trial leptonT

isolation. The magnitudes of p ll and pm are com-T T
ll Ž m others ll .bined into the variable r sp r p qp qp ,ll T T T T

where pothers is the p of the system of tracks notT T

including ll .
Fig. 5 contains histograms of the kinematic likeli-

Ž . y y q yhood ratio lnl for a the t ™p p p n search3p t
q q y qŽ .and b the control search for t ™p p p n . Fort

each, we show the data superimposed on the MC
Žprediction of the background. The signal region to

. Ž .which we were blind is at lnl )8.8 in a . In3p

Ž . y y q y Ž .Fig. 5. Histogram of the kinematic likelihood ratio lnl , prior to the final lepton veto, for a the t ™p p p n search and b the3p t
q q y q Ž . Ž . Ž .control search for t ™p p p n , for MC solid histograms and data with error bars . The additional curve in a is the smoothedt

signal MC. The histograms after the final lepton veto are just as consistent, but with less statistics.
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Table 6
The effect of ty™pypqpyn selection cuts on simulated signal events, on various background samples, and on the 1995-96 data. The nt t

CC column shows efficiency with respect to the inclusive three-prong sample having a total branching ratio of 15.2%. The backgrounds are
normalized to the event samples expected in the 1995-96 data. The effect of the cuts on the positive control sample is also shown

Sample charge n CC n CC n CC n NC n CC n CC Datat m m m e e

y y q y q y q y q y q y q

Preselection 0.573 24969 30029 220 234 45416 39031 1098 1828 146 126 66597 79001
lnl )8.8 0.038 7.0 18 0.8 0.2 4.9 2.5 4.1 12 1.1 0.7 14 303p

Lepton veto 0.029 2.9 8.6 0.3 0.1 2.4 1.9 0.8 2.8 0.1 0.1 5 14

order to remove residual n CC background, wem

Žapply a final lepton veto to the track of either
.charge having the highest p : the event is rejectedT

if this track, if a muon, would have a low probability
to reach the muon chambers. We also include in the
lepton veto a cut against all events which have a
primary track identified as an electron.

Following the final lepton veto, we observe 5
events in the 1995–96 data, compared to a back-
ground prediction of 6.5"1.1, consistent with no
oscillations. The corresponding analysis of the 1997
data is not yet complete.

Table 6 summarizes the effect of the main cuts on
the data and various MC samples. The search for tq

shows good agreement between data and background
expectations. In the tq search, we still use the
likelihood to reject the dominant negatiÕe leptons

Ž y .from CC events just as in the t search , and in
fact the last survivors among MC events are n CC.m

Hence the tq data-MC agreement is quite relevant
to the ty search. Since there is no significant varia-

Table 7
Events remaining in the signal region from the ty™hadronsqnt

Ž . maxsearches total background and data . N is described in Sec-t

tion 9; it is the number of ty events expected if the n ™nm t

oscillation probability were unity
maxDecay channel Sub- Total Data Nt

box a background
0Ž .t ™ h np I 2.7"0.9 3 564

II 0.5"0.5 2 200
III 1.8"0.7 0 963

q1 .7t ™ r – 5.0 5 1891y0 .9

0Ž .t ™3p p – 6.5"1.1 5 1180

tion of the signal-to-background ratio within the box,
no sub-boxes are used in this case.

The results for all hadronic decays of the ty are
summarized in Table 7.

9. The limit for n ™n oscillationsm t

We express the result of the measurements de-
scribed above as a frequentist confidence interval
w x13 by optimally combining the measurements for
each channel, taking into account the number of
observed signal events, the expected background and
its uncertainty, and the number of expected signal
events if the oscillation probability were unity. This
last quantity is given by

N max sN obs = s rs =Br= e re , 1Ž .Ž . Ž .t m t m t m

where:
Ø N obs is the observed number of n CC interac-m m

tions corresponding to the conditions of the anal-
ysis in question.

Ø e and e are the detection efficiencies for tt m

signal events and n CC normalization events.m

The cuts used to select N obs, and hence also e ,m m

vary from channel to channel in order to reduce
systematic errors in the ratio e re for that chan-t m

nel.
Ž .Ø s rs is the suppression factor of the n crosst m t

section due to the difference between the t and m

masses. It is calculated to be 0.48 for the analyses
described in this paper.

Ø Br is the branching ratio for the t decay channel
in question.

These quantities are summarized in Table 8, which
includes the published results from the analysis of
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Table 8
Ž . Ž .Summary of backgrounds and efficiencies for all analyses described here DIS and for the analysis of low-multiplicity LM events

w x y y Ž .reported in 1 . The column t summarizes the observed number of t candidate events Obs. and the corresponding predicted
Ž . qbackground Est. Bkgnd for each channel. The column t contains the equivalent numbers for ‘‘wrong sign’’ candidates. The

y Ž . Ž .corresponding t selection efficiencies e and t branching ratios Br are also listed. Finally, the maximum number of expected signal
Ž max . Ž .events N , as computed from Eq. 1 , is indicated for each channelt

I H maxŽ . Ž .Analysis t t e % Br % Nt

Obs. Est. bkgnd Obs. Est. bkgnd
q1 .6t™e DIS 5 6.3 7 7.4"3.1 3.5 17.8 2818y1 .0

0Ž .t™h np DIS 5 5.0"1.2 14 9.9"2.3 0.78 49.8 1727
q1 .7 q1.4t™r DIS 5 5.0 13 10.2 1.6 25.3 1891y0 .9 y1.1

0Ž .t™3p p DIS 5 6.5"1.1 14 13.5"1.4 2.9 15.2 1180
q0 .6t™e LM 0 0.5 1 1.1"0.7 3.4 17.8 218y0 .2

0 q0.3Ž .t™p p LM 1 0.1 6 8.8"3.5 1.5 37.3 198y0 .1
0 q0.6Ž .t™3p p LM 0 0.4 14 11"4 2.0 15.2 108y0 .4

w xlow-multiplicity events in the 1995 data 1 , selected
by requiring p H -1.5 GeVrc.

The systematic uncertainty on N max is estimatedt

to be 10%, resulting mostly from the uncertainty on
w xthe efficiency calculations 15 .

To construct the confidence region, we wish to
exploit optimally the fact that results from different t

decay modes and sub-boxes have different ratios of
N max to background. We therefore treat each analy-t

sis and each sub-box as a ‘‘bin’’ in the spirit of Eq.
Ž . w x5.6 of Ref. 13 . However, the mean expected
backgrounds have uncertainties resulting from the
limited statistics of the MC and DS samples. To
account for these, we replace the likelihood ratio in

Ž . w xEq. 5.4 of Ref. 13 with a generalized approxi-
2 w xmate form 16

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ< <P x mqb P b bž / ž /
Rs 2Ž .ˆ ˆ< <P x m qb P b bŽ .Ž .best

where:
Ž < .Ø P y z denotes the probability to measure y given

the true value z,
Ø m and b are the unknown true values of the

signal and background parameters,
Ø x and b are measurements of mqb and b

Žrespectively in our case, b is determined from a
.MC and DS ‘‘experiment’’ with finite statistics ,

2 We checked that this approximation still provides frequentist
coverage in our case.

ˆØ m and b are the values of m and b whichbest

maximize the denominator, and
ˆ̂Ø b is chosen to maximize the numerator depend-

ing on m.
Tables 2, 7 and 8 do not include an additional

Žsystematic error on the background prediction prim-
arily due to residual uncertainties in the DS correc-

.tion , which we estimate to be 20%. Since the differ-
ent t decay modes are dominated by different back-

Fig. 6. The Dm2 ysin2 2u plane. The region excluded by NO-
Ž .MAD at 90% C.L. solid line is shown together with limits

w xpublished by other experiments 17–19 .
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ground sources, this error is only mildly correlated
between modes. We therefore combine it in quadra-
ture with the statistical errors. Its effect on the
combined limit is negligible.

The resulting 90% C.L. upper limit on the two-
generation oscillation probability is

P n ™n -0.6=10y3 , 3Ž . Ž .osc m t

which corresponds to sin2 2u -1.2=10y3 for largemt

Dm2 and to the exclusion region in the Dm2 ysin2 2u

plane shown in Fig. 6. This is an improvement by a
w xfactor of 3.5 on our previous result 1 .
ŽThe sensitivity of the experiment defined in Sec-

. y3tion 4.2 is P s1.0=10 ; this is higher than theosc

quoted confidence limit, since the number of ob-
served events is fewer than the estimated back-
ground. In the absence of signal events, the probabil-
ity to obtain an upper limit of 0.6=10y3 or lower is
28%. The sensitivity would have been worse by
about 30% in the case of a single bin analysis
Ž .summing all channels and is made worse by about
10% by the presence of the background uncertainty.

10. Conclusion

Using events with DIS topology from the 1995,
1996, and 1997 NOMAD data sets, combined with
the previously reported analyses of the low-multi-
plicity 1995 events, we have excluded a region of

Ž .oscillation parameters which limits at 90% C.L.
sin2 2u at high Dm2 to values less than 1.2=10y3,mt

and which limits Dm2 to values less than Dm2 -1.2
eV 2rc4 at sin2 2u s1. We expect to improve themt

sensitivity by adding more data, primarily low-multi-
plicity events from 1996-97 and data of all topolo-

Žgies from the recently completed 1998 run the final
.run for NOMAD .
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